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Introduction
The Manual
The Data and Image Retention Utility Administration Guide addresses
application concepts and procedures for the administrator. The
administrator should be familiar with SoftTrac, SQL databases and the
Windows operating system. The manual includes information regarding
installation, configuration, scheduling and navigation of the Data and
Image Retention Utility options and settings.

The Application
The Data and Image Retention Utility application is designed to automate
the removal of data from the SoftTrac database, associated images and
the folders containing those images and the associated SoftTrac and
ExportTrac log files. The Data and Image Retention Utility has a set of
definable parameters that allow the administrator to define which data,
images and log files are removed. This collected set of parameters is
contained in a Cleanup job.
The Data and Image Retention Utility runs on a specified server.

Architecture
The Data and Image Retention Utility application consists of multiple
components:
•
•
•
•
•

Server Installation Engine (VB class of clean up methods)
Clean Up Windows Service
User Interface
Delete Function
Stored Procedure(s)

The Data and Image Retention Utility resides on a specified server,
and the clean up engine and service engage and poll from this location.
Connection to the SoftTrac database and access to network paths
designated for directories, images and log files are necessary for the Data
and Image Retention Utility server and the account used to log on to the
server.
The user interface allows the administrator to set parameters for removal
of data, images and log files. The interface also provides access to start
and stop the application service.
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The Delete Function of the application uses the parameters defined in the
Data and Image Retention Utility to identify items for removal. Items
marked for removal are processed in order by job priority, date created and
batchname. The Delete Function calls a stored procedure in the SoftTrac
database to remove data. The Delete Function also removes the images
and log files.
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Application Configuration and Installation
Server Hardware Requirements
The hardware requirements for executing the Data and Image Retention
Utility application include a minimum of a workstation with a Pentium III
(or AMD equivalent) or higher processor and 512 MB of RAM. A server
class system may also be used. Installation on a current server on the
customer’s network is also acceptable.

Requirements
Operating System:
• Microsoft Windows 2000 or higher, preferably Server
Other:
• Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 or higher
• Microsoft Data Access Components 2.6 or higher
• .NET 2.0 framework, included in the Data and Image Retention Utility
setup
• Microsoft ReportViewer included in the Data and Image Retention
Utility setup
• Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 or higher
• Access to Enterprise Manager and the SoftTrac database
Access:
• SoftTrac log in account (Username and Password) with administrative
rights
• Access (Username and Password) to the SoftTrac SQL database
• Log in account (Username and Password) for the Data and Image
Retention Utility server with rights and permissions to run services on
the server.
• Network access to all paths designated in SoftTrac jobs for directories,
images and log files.
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Installation Procedure
1. Log on to the PC or server designated to run the Data and Image
Retention Utility. Log on as Administrator or another user with rights to
install applications.
2. Install prerequisite software components, such as MDAC, IE6+, etc as
needed. (See Server Software Requirements.)
3. Insert the Data and Image Retention Utility installation CD; browse to
the installation folder and open setup.exe.
Follow the prompts; accept EULAs (End User License
Agreements); install needed components; accept default
installation directories, etc.
To proceed after installation, open the Data and Image Retention Utility
interface and configure an initial environment.
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Opening the User Interface
1. To open the main user interface, open the shortcut (if one has been
created) or use Start>Programs>Imaging Business Machines, LLC>Data
and Image Retention Utility>Launch CleanupWindowsClient.
2. Log in using the established environment, user name and password.

A successful log in to the Data and Image Retention Utility enables access
to the administrative and operation controls.
After a successful log in, the name of the current environment
appears at the top of the user interface.
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Log In Screen
The Log In Screen provides access to established environments and the
creation of new environments.

Environment - The Environment list shows established environments
available for selection. Each environment contains parameters (server,
SoftTrac database, etc) the Data and Image Retention Utility will access
after log in.
User Name and Password - Use the SoftTrac user name and password
assigned with administrative rights to access and use the Data and Image
Retention Utility.
Ok - The Ok button initiates log in to the selected environment.
New - The New button opens options to create a new environment. See
Log In and First Time Operation for additional information.
Cancel - Exits the Log In Screen
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Log In and First Time Operation
During the first login to the Data and Image Retention Utility, one or more
environments must be available.
New Environment
1. Open the Data and Image Retention Utility.

2. During the first login to the Data and Image Retention Utility
an environment may not exist. Click the New button to create an
environment specifying the SQL server and database to be managed

3. Enter a name for the environment. (This is the environment name that
will display on the log in screen. Do not use symbols in this name.) Select
a server from the list, and click Next.
10
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4. Enable the environment to login to the server and database by entering
the database username and password for SQL Authentication. Then click
Next.

5. From the list, select the database to be managed. Click Finish.

If the database does not have the correct tables and data, a
prompt will allow you to install them during environment
configuration.
When the environment is established, log in to the Data and Image
Retention Utility using the newly created environment and an
administrative SoftTrac account such as admin.
Use the New button on the Log In Screen or the + icon beside the current
environment to create additional environments as needed.
©2007 Imaging Business Machines, LLC. All Rights Reserved
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Interface
Environment
An environment establishes connection between the Data and Image
Retention Utility and the SQL database and server.

Environment selection designates which server and database the Data
and Image Retention Utility will process. A customer may have multiple
environments configured and operating for multiple SoftTrac databases
and/or servers. If only one SoftTrac database is used for production work,
an additional environment may still exist for a test database.
When the Cleanup Service is started in the Data and Image
Retention Utility, it starts for all environments that are
configured.
Only one installation of the Data and Image Retention Utility
may exist and run on the server, but multiple environments
may be active.
Environment Bar Items

The active environment is displayed at the top of the Main Interface after
login.
To create a new environment, use the New button on the Log In Screen or
click the icon beside the current environment.
The steps for creating a new environment using the icon are
the same steps used to create a new environment using the
New button on the Log In Screen. See “New Environment”
for details.
The
12

icon deletes the current environment.
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Environment Elements
Some elemental information is required to configure an environment.
See “New Environment” for step by step instructions on
creating a new environment.
Name - Description provides a common
name for the environment. This name
appears in the selection list on the Home/
log in page.
Server - The list displays available SQL
servers. Select a server from the list to
populate the Server field.
Authentication Method - Select
the Windows NT or SQL Server
authentication method. SQL Server is
most commonly selected.
Username and Password - The username
and password used in the environment is
the username and password required to
access the SoftTrac database on the SQL
server
Database - With a server selected, click
the Load Databases link to populate the
list of databases on that server. Select the
SoftTrac database from the list to populate
the Database field.
Cancel - The link to Cancel discards
configuration settings.
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Status Items
The Status items provide the means of starting and stopping the Data and
Image Retention Utility’s clean up service. A list of SoftTrac jobs linked
to clean up jobs (established tasks) in this environment are also displayed
under Status.

View/Refresh Status - polls to display the latest data
Start Cleanup - Use the green arrow to start the clean up service. This
feature is accessible from the left pane and the central pane.
Stop Cleanup - Use the red square to stop the clean up service. This
feature is accessible from the left pane and the central pane.
Arrow and square icons toggle colors as the service is started
and stopped. Only the available option appears in color.
Unavailable options are dimmed gray.
In the central pane, the current status of the service displays above the
start and stop options.
View Service Log - Click View Service Log to display the logged tasks
and messages relative to the service. This feature is accessible from the
left pane and the central pane.
The Clean Up Service Log is written to specified location. It
is overwritten each time the service is started/restarted. To
retain or send service log data, view the service log on the
Status page; copy the text and paste into an email or text
file.

14
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Job Statuses
A list of SoftTrac jobs linked to clean up jobs (established tasks) in the
active environment appears under the Job Statuses.

Each listed item includes the name of the SoftTrac job linked to the
specified clean up job within the active environment. Status data for each
is included for Last Attempted date and time, Last Completed date and
time and Last Error Message. A link to view the clean up log file for each
item is also provided.
The path to which each clean up log file is written is
established under Schedule Jobs items.
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Administration Items
The Administration items provide a configuration interface for creating
and modifying clean up jobs and mapping/unmapping network paths.

Create a new cleanup job - starts the Create New Cleanup Job wizard
View/Edit an existing job - opens the current configuration and settings
for an existing job
Map a network path - starts the Map local path to UNC path wizard
Unmap a network path - opens a list of mapped paths available for
removal
Cleanup Jobs
Cleanup jobs hold the parameters that tell the Data and Image Retention
Utility/clean up engine what actions to take. The primary cleanup tasks
include cleaning database information, images and log files.
Multiple Cleanup jobs may be configured to apply to SoftTrac jobs/
batches, and more than one Cleanup job may be linked to a SoftTrac job.
Depending on the schedule that references the Cleanup job, a Cleanup job
may clean everything every single day. Another job may clean everything
once a week. A job may clean only the database, leaving the images and
batch log files, etc. An example a customer may link multiple clean up
jobs to a SoftTrac job allowing daily clean up of images, but only weekly
clean up of the database.
Image directories are automatically cleaned with image clean
up. If some or all image files are removed from a directory,
but other files still remain, the directory is retained. The
Data and Image Retention Utility reexamines the directory
in subsequent processing.
16
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Create New Cleanup Job
Name Cleanup Job

When Create a new cleanup job is selected from the Administration items,
the Create New Cleanup Job wizard opens and prompts to name the new
cleanup job.

Once a name is entered, click Next to proceed to the next screen.
Cleanup Everything or Specify Items

On the second screen a prompt asks if you want to clean up everything or
specify items to be cleaned.

If you select Yes, enter the number of Retention Days desired and click
Finish. If you select No, click Next to specify individual components to
clean.

©2007 Imaging Business Machines, LLC. All Rights Reserved
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Image Specification

When specifying indivual components, you are first prompted about
cleaning up images.

If no images are to be cleaned up under this job, select No and click
Next. If images are to be cleaned up, select Yes and use the Add, Edit and
Remove buttons to establish which images to clean up. You may configure
cleanup of all images, just tiffs, just jpegs, or specified image types within
masked parameters.
Once image items are configured, you may click Next to continue
specifying log files and database cleaning options. If no log files or
database items need to be cleaned in this Cleanup Job, you may click
Finish.

18
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Specifying Cleanup Image Item Properties

Remove button - once an item is selected from the list, click the Remove
button to delete the item.
Add button and Edit button - both buttons open the Cleanup Image Item
Properties. Add allows the creation of new item. Edit is used when an
item is selected from the list and needs modification.

Refer to the tool tips
provided for Description, File Name Mask,
File Extension Mask and Retention Days for quick reminders regarding
possible options.
Description - This description is provided for convenience indicating what
types of images are cleaned. Example descriptions may be All Images,
Tiffs, or JPEGS.
File Name Mask - The file name mask allows specification of images to
be cleaned that meet certain criteria. Wildcards such as the * and ? are
also allowed. The * represents any character any number of times. The ?
represents any character one time.
If you would like all images with any filename cleaned, enter *
for the File Name Mask.
As an example of stricter criteria, if you would like only
images whose filenames start with a 1, enter 1* in the File
Name Mask.
File Extension Mask - The file extension mask specifies the type(s) of
images cleaned. Selections for this mask field include * (for both tiff and
jpeg images), tif, or jpg.
Retention Days - The number entered here specifies the number of days to
retain images before they are cleaned/deleted.

©2007 Imaging Business Machines, LLC. All Rights Reserved
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Log Files Specification

The Create New Cleanup Job wizard also prompts for specification of log
files to be cleaned/deleted.

If no log files need to be cleaned in this job, select No and click Next to
proceed to Database specification or click Finish to complete the wizard.
If log files should be cleaned under this job, select Yes and specify which
log files should be cleaned.
Log File Items

SoftTrac logs - To set the Cleanup job to clean SoftTrac log files, enable
this check box and set the number of days to retain SoftTrac log files
before the cleanup job cleans/deletes them.
ExportTrac logs - To set the Cleanup job to clean ExportTrac log files,
enable this check box and set the number of days to retain ExportTrac log
files before the cleanup job cleans/deletes them.
Data and Image Retention Utility logs - To set the Cleanup job to clean
Data and Image Retention Utility log files, enable this check box and set
the number of days to retain Data and Image Retention Utility log files
before the cleanup job cleans/deletes them.
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Database Cleanup Specification

The setting to cleanup the database determines whether or not the Cleanup
job will delete data created by SoftTrac after the specified number of
Retention Days.

If no data should be deleted from the database by the Cleanup job, select
No and click Finish to complete the Create New Cleanup Job wizard. If
data should be cleaned/deleted, select Yes and set the number of Retention
Days.
You cannot set the number of retention days of the database
cleanup to be less than the number of retention days of any
of your images, SoftTrac log files or ExportTrac log files.
You cannot delete batches/batch data from the database
before the associated images and log files have been
deleted.
Setting the number of Retention Days here to 0 indicates that
all batches/batch data should be deleted each time the
Cleanup job runs.
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View/Edit an Existing Job
The View/Edit an existing job item allows administrators to view and
modify the parameters of an existing cleanup job. The same parameters
entered in the Create New Cleanup Job wizard are available here.

22
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General Settings

General Settings for a Cleanup job allow selection of an existing job to
view or modify and broad specification of tasks to complete.

Cleanup Job - allows selection of an existing Cleanup job from a list.
Save The Save icon lets the adminstrator save modifications to the
Cleanup job.
Reset The Reset icon reloads the saved parameters for the Cleanup
job, eliminating any modifications made since the Cleanup job was opened
for viewing/editing.
Delete The Delete icon allows the administrator to delete the
currently selected Cleanup job.
Job Name - The Job Name is a descriptive name for the Cleanup job.
Cleanup All - Selecting Cleanup All and entering a number of retention
days sets the Cleanup job to clean/delete database data, images, and log
files on a scheduled basis.
Using Cleanup All disables individual specification of cleanup
tasks. Options for individually configured database data,
images and log files are unavailable/dimmed out when
Cleanup All is used.
Cleanup Database - Selecting Cleanup Database and entering a number
of retention days sets a cleanup task within the job to delete data from the
database after the set number of retention days.

©2007 Imaging Business Machines, LLC. All Rights Reserved
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You cannot set the number of retention days of the database
cleanup to be less than the number of retention days of any
of your images, SoftTrac log files or ExportTrac log files.
You cannot delete batches/batch data from the database
before the associated images and log files have been
deleted.
Setting the number of Retention Days here to 0 indicates that
all batches/batch data should be deleted each time the
Cleanup job runs.
Cleanup Images - Selecting Cleanup Images sets a cleanup task to delete
images based on parameters set under the Images section of the Cleanup
job parameters.
Cleanup Log Files - Selecting Cleanup Log Files sets a cleanup task to
delete log files based on parameters set under the Log Files section of the
Cleanup job parameters.
Images

Images configuration of the Cleanup job is available when Cleanup Images
is selected under General Settings. If Cleanup Images is not selected, the
Images configuration will be unavailable/dimmed out.

The Add, Edit and Remove options work the same way as those available
in the Create New Cleanup Job wizard.
See “Specifying Cleanup Image Item Properties” under the
Create New Cleanup Job wizard portion of this manual for
details.
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Log Files

Log Files configuration of the Cleanup job is available when Cleanup
Log Files is selected under General Settings. If Cleanup Log Files is not
selected, the Log Files configuration will be unavailable/dimmed out.

The Log Files options work the same way as those available in the Create
New Cleanup Job wizard.
See “Log File Items” under the Create New Cleanup Job
wizard portion of this manual for details.

©2007 Imaging Business Machines, LLC. All Rights Reserved
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Map a Network Path
The Map a network path item under Administration starts a wizard to
associate a local path to a UNC path. This mapped association allows the
Data and Image Retention Utility to cleanup images or log files that were
stored under a local path in the database.

Local path - Enter the local path that is stored in the database.
Network path - Enter or browse to the network folder that contains the
images or log files.
Click Finish to map the paths.
Unmap a Network Path
The Unmap a network path item under Administration starts a wizard to
delete the mapped/associated paths.

Select the mapped path association and click OK to delete.

26
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Schedule Jobs Items
Schedule Jobs items allow the administrator to create and edit job
schedules.

Create a New Schedule
When the Create a new schedule item is selected, the Schedule Cleanup
Job wizard opens and prompts for selection of the cleanup job to use.

One or more jobs must exist for selection to continue with this
wizard. Jobs are created under Administration items.
Once a job is selected, click Next to continue with the Schedule Cleanup
Job wizard.

©2007 Imaging Business Machines, LLC. All Rights Reserved
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Enter the path to which the Cleanup log files should be written. Enter a
description for this schedule, and deselect the check box for Run in test
mode. Click Next to continue with the Schedule Cleanup Job wizard
If the Run in test mode option is enabled, no cleanup/deletion
will actually occur. The scheduled job will run and the
tasks established in the cleanup job will be logged, showing
what should have been deleted without actually deleting the
files or data.
Additional Cleanup Log File Information

UNC paths are recommended for cleanup log file paths.
Clean up log file data is appended through the day with clean up activities,
tasks and messages. A new log file is created daily, and old clean up log
files may be cleaned similar to the method by which the Data and Image
Retention Utility cleans SoftTrac and ExportTrac log files.
The naming convention and an example for a clean up log file are:
CleanupLog_EnvironmentName_SoftTracJobID_CleanupJobID_
MM_DD_YY.log
CleanupLog_DIRUTestEnv_1_1_04_03_06.log

28
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The next screen in the Schedule Cleanup Job wizard prompts for selection
of SoftTrac jobs.

Select the job(s) you want processed for cleanup under this schedule and
click Next to identify the batch status required for processing.

Select the batch status(es) under which the Data and Image Retention
Utility may identify items ready for processing and click Next.

©2007 Imaging Business Machines, LLC. All Rights Reserved
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Select the associated batch status to indicate batches In Progress, End and
Error and click Next.
In Progress - This status indicates that a batch is being scanned for
cleanup.
End - This status indicates that cleanup has completed processing the
batch.
Error - This status indicates that an error occured during the cleanup
process.
Batch status and descriptions are customizable within SoftTrac.
See the SoftTrac Administration Manual for details.
After status has been assigned, the Schedule Cleanup Job wizard prompts
for the frequency by which this scheduled job should run.

30
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Select Interval to run the schduled job every X minutes (as entered in
the Process Interval box) or Scheduled to run the job on a calendar/time
schedule entered using the day(s) of the week and specific time.
Once the frequency is entered, click Finish to complete the Schedule
Cleanup Job wizard.
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Edit an Existing Schedule
The Edit an existing schedule item allows administators to modify the
parameters of an existing schedule. The same parameters entered in the
Schedule Cleanup Job wizard are available here.

32
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General Settings

The General Settings for a schedule allow selection of an existing schedule
to modify, cleanup job specification, cleanup log file path, description and
the option to run the schedule in test mode.

Schedule - allows selection of an existing schedule from a list.
Save The Save icon lets the adminstrator save modifications to the
selected schedule.
Reset The Reset icon reloads the saved parameters for the selected
schedule, eliminating any modifications made since the schedule was
opened for viewing/editing.
Delete The Delete icon allows the administrator to delete the
currently selected schedule.
Cleanup Job - allows selection of a Cleanup job to run under this
schedule.
Log path - establishes the path to which the cleanup log files should be
written.
Description - Enter a description of the schedule
Run in test mode - If the Run in test mode option is enabled, no cleanup/
deletion will actually occur. The scheduled job will run and the tasks
established in the cleanup job will be logged, showing what should have
been deleted without actually deleting the files or data.
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SoftTrac Jobs and Statuses

SoftTrac Jobs and Statuses parameters identify which SoftTrac jobs should
be processed under the selected schedule and under which batch status.
Batch status relative to the Data and Image Retention Utility/cleanup
process are configured here, too.

SoftTrac Jobs - Selected SoftTrac Jobs are eligible for processing.
Begin Statuses - These are the batch status(es) by which batches are
identifiable as eligle for processing.
In Progress Status - This status indicates that a batch is being scanned for
cleanup.
End Status - This status indicates that cleanup has completed processing
the batch.
Error Status - This status indicates that an error occured during the
cleanup process.
Batch status and descriptions are customizable within SoftTrac.
See the SoftTrac Administration Manual for details.
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Schedule

Schedule parameters set the frequency by which the schedule should run.

Interval - Selecting Interval sets the schedule to run every X minutes as
entered under Process Interval.
Schedule - Selecting Schedule sets the schedule to run on a calendar/time
basis. Select the specific day(s) and time for the schedule to run.
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Reports Items
Reports items display statistical data from the SoftTrac database similar to
SoftTrac reports.

Reports Options
For both Scanner Statistics and Operator Statistics reports, options are
available at the top of the displayed Report Viewer window to customize
the data displayed.

Select Report - Reporting selections include Scanner Statistics and
Operator Statistics.
Group By - The Group By selection enables collation of the data by Week,
Month or Year.
Date Filter - Date Filter options include a check box for Show All Dates
and specific Start and End date preferences.
Scanner Filter - Show all Scanners - Scanner Filter options include
selection of specific scanners or a check box to Show All Scanners in the
reports.
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Reports Navigation and View Controls
Navigation and view controls look and function very much like traditional
Microsoft controls.

Show/Hide Document Map - - The Show/Hide Document Map icon
toggles to display/hide document map reporting selections.
First Page, Previous Page, Next Page and Last Page Icons - These are traditional navigation buttons to view
multiple pages in a report.
Back to Parent Report currently in use)

- Navigate back up the report structure. (Not

Stop Rendering - - Stop Rendering stops the process of polling and
displaying data in the report.
Refresh Print -

- The refresh icon refreshes the report data displayed.
- Prints the displayed report.

Print Layout report.
Page Setup -

- toggles the print layout and on-screen display of the
- allows print configuration of the report.

Export - The reports displayed in the Data and Image Retention
Utility may be exported to an Excel or Acrobat (PDF) File. Select the
format to generate the exported report.
Percentage screen.
Find information.
Next -

- Percentage sets the page view size on the

- Find is a search field to locate specific

- Clicking Next navigates to the next page.
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Statistical Readout/Report
The reports include selected parameters, such as Scanner ID and Week
Start. Additional data is queried in the SoftTrac database. Items include:
• Auto Feed Time
• Hand Feed Time
• Down Time
• Num Appended
• Num Inserted
• Num Replaced
• Num Deleted
• Jams
• Num Discarded
• Num Auto Fed
• Num Hand Fed
• Num Demand Fed
• Demand Feed Time
• Demand Mode Cnt
• Sums/Totals
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Appendix
Database Setup
Since the Data and Image Retention Utility is designed to remove data,
images and log files created by IBML systems, the application and
server must have access to the SoftTrac SQL database. IBML systems
place data into a specifically configured database and write log files
to folder locations defined in the same database. Refer to the SoftTrac
Administrator Manual for information on installing and creating the
database used with SoftTrac.
Once the SoftTrac database is created, a clean up history table is required
for the Data and Image Retention Utility. To facilitate the creation of the
clean up history table, a SQL script file is provided with the installation
files and runs automatically when an environment is created if the
database does not already have the required tables and data.
If issues arise necessitating manual installation of the script, use the
DataAndImageRetentionUtility_ReInstall.sql file.
The following instructions assume a basic understanding of
databases and of the use of Microsoft’s SQL Enterprise
Manager. It also assumes that the SQL Server client tools
are installed on the Data and Image Retention Utility
server.
Manually Adding Data and Image Retention Utility Data Structures
1. In the left pane of Enterprise Manager, expand the SoftTrac database
tree under the appropriate server. Click on Tables. A tables list
displays in the right pane of Enterprise Manager.
2. In the tool bar of Enterprise Manager, click on Tools|SQL Server
Query Analyzer.
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3. Verify that the DB: list box shows the SoftTrac database name. If not
use the list box to select it.
4. Click the Open icon on SQL Server Query Analyzer’s Query window;
navigate to the Data and Image Retention Utility installation folder,
and select the DataAndImageRetentionUtility_ReInstall.sql script file.
This opens the script file and shows the SQL commands in SQL Server
Query Analyzer’s Query window.

5. Click the Run icon (green arrow) on SQL Server Query Analyzer’s
Query window. This executes the script against the database defined
in the DB: list box.
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6. Next, verify that the necessary data structures have been created by
refreshing the Enterprise Manager and looking for the Cleanup/Data
and Image Retention Utility associated table names in the right pane.

See Custom Addendum documentation for specific scripts
needed for the unique customer system.
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Data and Image Retention Utility Structure and Process Flow
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